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HUNTING CALLS
NEW PRODUCTS

- Hen House™ Series Mouth Calls/ PG. 6
- Shot Caller™/ PG. 9
- Surroundview® Ground Blinds/ PG. 46-47
- Double Bull Swivel Stool/ PG. 50
- Soft Rifle, Shotgun, and Bow Cases/ PG. 61
- Photoform Strutter and Leading Hen/ PG. 66
- Photoform Decoy Stake/ PG. 66
- TSS Jellyhead .410 Chokes/ PG. 68
- Will Primos Turkey Vest/ PG. 63
- Primos® Hunting PRODUCTS
**NEW**

**HEN HOUSE™ SERIES**

- **The Lucy with Bat Cut™**/PS1267
  - UPC: 0-1013501267-0
  - Three latex reeds
  - Produces excellent soft tree yelps to aggressive cutting.

- **The Karen with Double Ghost Cut™**/PS1264
  - UPC: 0-1013501264-9
  - Three latex reeds
  - Smooth, high and low 2 note yelps, with a clear front end and a raspy back end.

- **The Deborah with Barracuda Cut™**/PS1263
  - UPC: 0-1013501263-2
  - Three latex reeds
  - High range volume and raspy cuts.

- **The Veronica with Spur Cut™**/PS1265
  - UPC: 0-1013501265-6
  - Three latex reeds
  - Great for the low key run.
  - Clear top end notes that cut easily to rolloff into a scratching raspy yelp.

- **The Blair with Snake Tongue Cut™**/PS1266
  - UPC: 0-1013501266-3
  - Three latex reeds
  - A mixture of volume, consistency and control.

**MOSSY OAK® MOUTH YELPERS**

- **Ghost Cut™**/1481
  - UPC: 0-1013501481-0
  - Mossy Oak® Original Bottomland
  - Three latex reeds
  - Medium to high range volume
  - Clar pre-cuts yelps
  - Best call for super high pitch low tone runs.

- **Bat Cut™**/1482
  - UPC: 0-1013501482-7
  - Mossy Oak® Bottomland
  - Three latex reeds
  - Excellent yelps to raspy and clucks.

- **Bat Cut™**/1483
  - UPC: 0-1013501483-4
  - Mossy Oak® Bottomland
  - Three latex reeds
  - Excellent yelps to raspy and clucks.

- **Modified Turkey Track Cut™**/1484
  - UPC: 0-1013501484-4
  - Mossy Oak® Greenleaf
  - Three latex reeds
  - Excellent yelps to raspy and clucks.

- **2 Pak**/PS1231
  - UPC: 0-1013501231-1
  - Ghost Cut™/1482 in Mossy Oak® Bottomland
  - Three latex reeds
  - Great for tree yelps and soft tree yelps.

**HOLLOW HUNTER™ SERIES**

- **Curved Hooks™ with Crew Cut™**/PS1245
  - UPC: 0-1013501245-5
  - Three latex reeds
  - Model No. 1244 - 2” Hooks™
  - Model No. 1247 - Sharp Hooks™

- **Long Hooks™ with Upper Cut™**/PS1246
  - UPC: 0-1013501246-1
  - One latex reed-two prophylactic reeds

- **2” Hooks™ with Ghost Cut™**/PS1244
  - UPC: 0-1013501244-1
  - One latex reed-two prophylactic reeds

- **Sharp Hooks™ with Spike Cut™**/PS1247
  - UPC: 0-1013501247-2
  - Three latex reeds

**ORIGINAL™ SERIES**

- **Limb Hanger™**/PS102
  - UPC: 0-1013501021-5
  - Three super-thin prophylactic reeds
  - Produces excellent fan notes and soft tree yelps.

- **Cutlin, Hen™**/PS111
  - UPC: 0-1013501119-7
  - Three super-thin prophylactic reeds
  - Produces raspy rips, clucks and cackles.

- **Diamond Cutter™**/PS114
  - UPC: 0-1013501140-8
  - One latex reed, two super-thin prophylactic reeds
  - Super loud cutter call.

- **Will Primos-1™/1226**
  - UPC: 0-1013501226-7
  - One latex reed and two super-thin prophylactic reeds with tuning fork cut in top reed.

**SONIC DOME® SERIES**

- **Double/172**
  - UPC: 0-1013501721-7
  - Two latex reeds

- **Triple with Bat Cut™**/PS1175
  - UPC: 0-1013501175-8
  - Three latex reeds
  - Three latex with bat cut in top reed.
**No Lose™ Call Case /638**
- Holds Up To Ten Calls
- Includes Lanyard

**See Thru™ Call Case /619**
- Designed to Give Your Calls More Life

**Lock Jaw® Box Call Silencers/56007**
- Kills Unwanted Sound
- Quickly Attaches to any Box Call

**Box Call Chalk/628**
- Three Pieces of Wax-Free Chalk
- Plastic Carrying Case

**Turkey Starter Pak /272**
- Instructional CD Specifically for Mouth Calls
- A Variety of Mouth Calls to Find the One That Fits Your Calling Style Best

**Includes:**
- MTA® “Mouth Calls Made Easy” Instructional CD
- Model No. 522 - HW-1
- Model No. PS108 - A Frame® Double
- Model No. 102 - Limb Hanger™
- Model No. 619 - See Thru® Call Case

**True Double™ /PS108**
- UPC: 0-1013500618-1
- Holds Up to Ten Calls
- Includes Lanyard

**True Double II™ /PS110**
- UPC: 0-1013500619-8
- Designed to Give Your Calls More Life

**Deadly Double™ /PS115**
- UPC: 0-1013500618-1
- One Latex Reed in Top Frame, One Super-Thin Prophylactic Reed in Bottom Frame

**True Triple™ /PS109**
- UPC: 0-1013500109-4
- Stacked Triple-Frame
- Three Super-Thin Prophylactic Reeds - One in Each Frame

**True Double II™ /PS110**
- UPC: 0-1013500110-0
- Stacked Double-Frame
- Three Super-Thin Prophylactic Reeds - One in Each Frame

**Deadly Double™ /PS115**
- UPC: 0-1013500115-5
- Stacked Double-Frame
- Three Super-Thin Prophylactic Reeds - One in Each Frame

**True Triple™ /PS109**
- UPC: 0-1013500108-7
- Stacked Triple-Frame
- Three Super-Thin Prophylactic Reeds - One in Each Frame

**No Lose™ Call Case /638**
- UPC: 0-1013500618-1
- Holds Up to Ten Calls
- Includes Lanyard

**See Thru™ Call Case /619**
- Designed to Give Your Calls More Life

**Lock Jaw® Box Call Silencers/56007**
- UPC: 0-1013500607-2
- Kills Unwanted Sound
- Quickly Attaches to any Box Call

**Box Call Chalk/628**
- UPC: 0-1013500628-0
- Three Pieces of Wax-Free Chalk
- Plastic Carrying Case

**Turkey Starter Pak /272**
- UPC: 0-1013500627-2
- Great for Beginners and Advanced Hunters

**Includes:**
- Mouth Call
- Sonic Dome® Friction Call
- Box Call

**Shot Caller™ /PS2962**
- UPC: 0-1013500296-2
- Straightforward sound design
- Double-sided box call
- Tuned and assembled by hand

**Foggy Bottom™ /PS2960**
- UPC: 0-1013500296-0
- 100% Waterproof
- Waterproof coating on paddle and box
- Double-sided box call
- Produces tones of two different hens
- Mahogany box / Canary paddle

**Early Bird™ /PS2961**
- UPC: 0-1013500296-0
- Hardwood box
- Purple Heart Paddle
- Double-throat reed for perfect clucks, cuts, and purrs
- BPA-Free #1 Call

**Waterboard™ /PS257**
- UPC: 0-1013500257-2
- 100% Waterproof
- Waterproof coating on paddle and box
- Double-sided box call
- Produces tones of two different hens
- Mahogany box / Canary paddle

**Revival™ /PS262**
- UPC: 0-1013500262-6
- Long Box w/ lots of volume when needed
- Long yelps from sharp highs to raspy lows
- Great cuts

**Clearcutter™ /PS244**
- UPC: 0-1013500244-3
- Thundergroove allows for clear and easy cuts and clucks
- Premium Mahogany & Walnut woods
- Ergonomic box and paddle

**Hook Up™ “Magnetic Turkey Box Call” /159**
- UPC: 0-1013500259-6
- U.S. Patent Nos. 8,517,792
- Includes: Gobble Band™

**Mastering The Art™ Turkey “Mouth Calls Made Easy” /PS1243**
- UPC: 0-10135001243-4
- Instructional CD Specifically for Mouth Calls
- A Variety of Mouth Calls to Find the One That Fits Your Calling Style Best

**Includes:**
- MTA® “Mouth Calls Made Easy” Instructional CD
- Model No. 522 - HW-1
- Model No. PS108 - A Frame® Double
- Model No. 102 - Limb Hanger™
- Model No. 619 - See Thru® Call Case

**No Lose™ Call Case /638**
- UPC: 0-1013500618-1
- Holds Up to Ten Calls
- Includes Lanyard

**See Thru™ Call Case /619**
- UPC: 0-1013500619-8
- Designed to Give Your Calls More Life

**Lock Jaw® Box Call Silencers/56007**
- UPC: 0-1013500607-2
- Kills Unwanted Sound
- Quickly Attaches to any Box Call

**Box Call Chalk/628**
- UPC: 0-1013500628-0
- Three Pieces of Wax-Free Chalk
- Plastic Carrying Case

**Turkey Starter Pak /272**
- UPC: 0-1013500627-2
- Great for Beginners and Advanced Hunters

**Includes:**
- Mouth Call
- Sonic Dome® Friction Call
- Box Call

**Shot Caller™ /PS2962**
- UPC: 0-1013500296-2
- Straightforward sound design
- Double-sided box call
- Tuned and assembled by hand

**Foggy Bottom™ /PS2960**
- UPC: 0-1013500296-0
- 100% Waterproof
- Waterproof coating on paddle and box
- Double-sided box call
- Produces tones of two different hens
- Mahogany box / Canary paddle

**Early Bird™ /PS2961**
- UPC: 0-1013500296-0
- Hardwood box
- Purple Heart Paddle
- Double-throat reed for perfect clucks, cuts, and purrs
- BPA-Free #1 Call

**Waterboard™ /PS257**
- UPC: 0-1013500257-2
- 100% Waterproof
- Waterproof coating on paddle and box
- Double-sided box call
- Produces tones of two different hens
- Mahogany box / Canary paddle

**Revival™ /PS262**
- UPC: 0-1013500262-6
- Long Box w/ lots of volume when needed
- Long yelps from sharp highs to raspy lows
- Great cuts

**Clearcutter™ /PS244**
- UPC: 0-1013500244-3
- Thundergroove allows for clear and easy cuts and clucks
- Premium Mahogany & Walnut woods
- Ergonomic box and paddle

**Hook Up™ “Magnetic Turkey Box Call” /159**
- UPC: 0-1013500259-6
- U.S. Patent Nos. 8,517,792
- Includes: Gobble Band™
Rivers Cut™/PS2921

**Ol’ Betsy™/PS224**
- UPC: 0-1013500224-4
- Easiest to Use
- Pennsylvania Slate Surface
- Includes: Hardwood Striker

**Power Crystal™/PS217**
- UPC: 0-1013500217-6
- High-Frequency Glass Surface
- Peaks at 15,000 Hz
- Includes: Hardwood Striker, Conditioning Pad, and Abrasive Sandpaper

**Drag Strip™ w/ Slate/2914**
- UPC: 0-1013502914-2
- Resurrected traditional design
- Exotic hardwood and Pennsylvania slate
- One-piece laminated striker
- Includes: Conditioning Pad

**Rivers Cut™/PS2921**
- UPC: 0-1013500292-1
- Exotic hardwood hand selected by exquisiteness
- Detailed art, laser-engraved craftsmanship only Primos can provide
- Two one-piece sound strikers with finger “cuts” for handling

**Foggy Bottom™ Glass/PS2906**
- UPC: 0-1013502906-7
- Proven pot design
- Mossy Oak® Original Bottomland pot
- Glass Surface
- One-piece Striker

**Hensanity® Pot/PS299**
- UPC: 0-1013500299-2
- Tone Holes Allow Infinite Range in Controlling Sound
- Pennsylvania Slate Surface
- Includes: One Piece Striker, Conditioning Pad

**Rare Breed™ Slate/PS2904**
- UPC: 0-1013502904-3
- CNC milled pot
- Wood cup and sound board
- One-piece Striker

**Rare Breed™ Glass/PS2903**
- UPC: 0-1013502903-6
- CNC milled pot
- Wood cup and sound board
- One-piece Striker

**Rare Breed™ Slate/PS2904**
- UPC: 0-1013502904-3
- CNC milled pot
- Wood cup and sound board
- One-piece Striker

**Rare Breed™ Glass/PS2903**
- UPC: 0-1013502903-6
- CNC milled pot
- Wood cup and sound board
- One-piece Striker

**Hensanity® Slate/PS298**
- UPC: 0-1013500298-5
- Tone Holes Allow Infinite Range in Controlling Sound
- Pennsylvania Slate Surface
- Includes: One Piece Striker, Conditioning Pad

**Cuttin’ Striker/PS1508**
- UPC: 0-1013501508-7
- Loud crisp yelps and deep purrs of a hen with its mushroom shaped tip
- Great for loud sharp cutts

**Triple Seven™ Striker/PS1504**
- UPC: 0-1013501504-6
- Reacts on Any Surface with Unmatched Precision
- Includes: Premium Striker, Conditioning Pad, and Abrasive Sandpaper

**Distressed Striker 2 Pak/PS1510**
- UPC: 0-1013501510-7
- One of the best strikers in one kit
- Cutter Striker for loud crisp yelps and deep purrs of a hen with its mushroom shaped tip
- GraveDigger™ Striker for awesome low-fal and high-pitched hen sounds with its square tip

**Slick Stick™/PS688**
- UPC: 0-1013500688-6
- 5-in-1 Call Conditioning System
- All-in-One Tool to Take Care of Your Calls
- Includes: Stone, Scratch Pad, Chalk and 2 Conditioning Pads

**Slick Stick™/PS688**
- UPC: 0-1013500688-6
- 5-in-1 Call Conditioning System
- All-in-One Tool to Take Care of Your Calls
- Includes: Stone, Scratch Pad, Chalk and 2 Conditioning Pads

**Cuttin’ Striker for loud crisp yelps and deep purrs of a hen with its mushroom shaped tip.**

**Cutter Striker for loud crisp yelps and deep purrs of a hen with its mushroom shaped tip.**

**Rare Breed™ Slate for awesome low-fal and high-pitched hen sounds with its square tip.**

**GraveDigger™ Striker for awesome low-fal and high-pitched hen sounds with its square tip.**
The Gobbler
“Shaker Call”/PS222
UPC: 0-1013500222-0
» Super LOUD
» One-Handed Operation for Jakes
» Two-Handed Operation for Mature Gobblers

Bombshell®/PS209
UPC: 0-1013500209-1
» Automatically reproduces yelps, cuts, and purrs by simply pushing or tapping the rail
» The easiest to use spring clip turkey call we have ever tested
» Attaches to Gun for Easy One Handed Operation
» Can be tuned for higher or raspier pitch
» Includes: 12” Pull Cord & Velcro Strap

Power Crow™/330
UPC: 0-1013500330-2
» Our #1 Turkey Locator
» The Loudest Crow Call Available

Crow Call/302
UPC: 0-1013500302-9
» Super Raspy
» Great for Calling Crows

Power Hawk/352
UPC: 0-1013500352-4
» Unique Design for Increased Volume

3-in-1 Locator/PS2910
UPC: 0-1013502910-4
» 3-in-1 Locator Call Featuring Coyote, Peacock, and Woodpecker
» Easy-To-Use Call Gives You Options While Locating Gobblers.

Hoot Flute™/314
UPC: 0-1013500314-2
» Easy-To-Use
» Produces Calls of Both the Barred Owl and the Great Horned Owl

Power Owl™/331
UPC: 0-1013500331-9
» Leader Calling Reed System
» The Use of Back Pressure Lets You Vary Tones and Pitches

Camo Snuff Tube/PS2908
UPC: 0-1013500290-8
» Produces clucks, cuts, yelps, and gobbles
» Molded tube in Mossy Oak Original Bottomland
» Molded reed to ensure perfect fit and tension
» Comes with extra reed

Camo Snuff Tube Replacement Reeds/2908R
UPC: 0-1013500290-8
» These reeds will fit the Foggy Bottom Snuff Tube (PS2908) and the original Primos Snuff Tube (352)

Classic® Crow/PS375
UPC: 0-1013500375-3
» Built In Backpressure Allows Great Control and Wide Range in Sound
» Laser Engraved Reed
» Best Crow Call Primos® Has Ever Crafted

Camo Snuff Tube Replacement Reeds/2908R
UPC: 0-1013500290-8
» These reeds will fit the Foggy Bottom Snuff Tube (PS2908) and the original Primos Snuff Tube (352)

Camo Snuff Tube Replacement Reeds/2908R
UPC: 0-1013500290-8
» These reeds will fit the Foggy Bottom Snuff Tube (PS2908) and the original Primos Snuff Tube (352)
PREDATOR CALLS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>UPC</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Double Cottontail™ / PS365</td>
<td>0-1013500365-4</td>
<td>Two Metal Reeds, High-Pitched &amp; Raspy, Laminated Barrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Whimper™ / PS367</td>
<td>0-1013500367-8</td>
<td>Single Reed, Imitates Whimpering Cries of Female Coyotes, Laminated Barrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Jackrabbit™ / PS366</td>
<td>0-1013500366-1</td>
<td>Two Metal Reeds, Laminated Barrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat Nap™ / PS355</td>
<td>0-1013500355-5</td>
<td>Loud and Raspy, Made of Soft Flexible Rubber for Volume Control, Laminated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIL Dog™ / PS350</td>
<td>0-1013500350-0</td>
<td>Two Mouthpieces, White for Long-Range Calling and Green for Close-In Calling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot Dog™ / PS351</td>
<td>0-1013500351-7</td>
<td>LOUD Howler for Long-Range Calling and Louder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy Anderson Mouth Call Howler Pak / 1724</td>
<td>0-1013501724-8</td>
<td>Has a Megaphone to Increase the Range of Calling, Includes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Model No. 1721 Double Howler™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Model No. 1722 Sonic Dome® Howler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Model No. 619 See Thru™ Call Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy Anderson Mouth Call Howler Pak / 1723</td>
<td>0-1013501723-1</td>
<td>Creates the Full Range of Coyote Howls and Distress Calls, Includes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Model No. 1721 Double Howler™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Model No. 1722 Sonic Dome® Howler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Model No. 619 See Thru™ Call Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogg Trap™ Wireless eCaller / 3850</td>
<td>0-1013500122-3</td>
<td>Compact &amp; Lightweight for easy carrying and movement in field, Dual sound function plays two sounds simultaneously, Adjustable legs to project sound in different terrain, Primos Ground Swat Gray Camo for quick concealment, 10 preloaded Randy Anderson coyote calls, 2 preloaded Expert Hunts™.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Still™ Jackrabbit/306
UPC: 0-1013500306-7
- Reproduces the Whines and Whimpers of a Jackrabbit
- Can be Used Hands-Free

Still™ Cottontail Rabbit/316
UPC: 0-1013500316-6
- Reproduces the High-Pitched Screams of a Cottontail Rabbit
- Can be Used Hands-Free

Raspy Coaxer™/PS23
UPC: 0-1013500323-4
- 2-in-1 Call
- Reproduces Screams of Rabbits or Squeaks of Rodents

Mouse Squeeze™/3104
UPC: 0-1013500310-4
- Just Pick It Up and Squeeze
- Great Close-Range Coaxer

Still™ Mouse Squeaker/PS324
UPC: 0-1013500324-1
- Reproduces Excellent Mouse and Rodent Sounds
- Can be Used Hands-Free

Coyote Bear Buster™/PS313
UPC: 0-1013500313-5
- Reproduces the Distress Bleat of Young Deer
- Great for Use While Hunting Bear and Coyotes

Mastering The Art® Predator Pak/354
UPC: 0-1013500354-8
- Randy Anderson Teaches You His Techniques of Predator Hunting
  Includes:
  - Model No. 44112 - MTA® - Predator - Instructional DVD
  - Model No. 351 - Hot Dog™

Predator Master Pak/353
UPC: 0-1013500353-1
- Shows Hunts and Techniques of Randy’s Calling Style
- Includes the Hot Dog™ and the Ki-Yi™
  Includes:
  - Model No. 41121 - The TRUTH® 12 Calling All Coyotes™ DVD
  - Model No. 351 - Hot Dog™
  - Model No. 35 - Ki-Yi™

Double Lanyard/606
UPC: 0-1013500606-8
- Features Screws so Your Calls Stay Separated
- Calls not included.

3-Call Lanyard/69629
UPC: 0-10135069629-0
- Has 2 Split Rings
- Easy-to-Use Slip Knots
- Calls not included.

Single Lanyard/605
UPC: 0-1013500605-1
- Call not included.
### CASH COW™ SERIES

**Money Maker™** /7153  
- UPC: 0-1013500507-7
- Two Latex Reeds
- Sound Plate Frame
- Excellent Cow, Calf and Estrus sounds

**All in™** /7155  
- UPC: 0-1013500505-1
- Three Latex Reeds
- Lamp Corner Frame
- Excellent Bugles and Cowsounds

### SONIC DOME® SERIES

**Sonic Dome®** Single /1641  
- UPC: 0-1013501641-8
- One Thin Latex Reed
- Reproduces Cow, Calf and Satellite Bull Sounds

**Sonic Dome®** Double /1642  
- UPC: 0-1013501642-5
- Two Thin Latex Reeds
- Solar Plate Frame
- Reproduces the Growl, Bugle and Chuckle of the Herd Bull

**Mini Sonic Dome®** Single /PS1641  
- UPC: 0-1013501647-0
- One Thin Latex Reed
- Reproduces Cow, Calf and Satellite Bull Sounds

**Mini Sonic Dome®** Double /PS1642  
- UPC: 0-1013501648-7
- Two Thin Latex Reeds
- Midi Frame
- Reproduces Cows, Calf and Satellite Bull Sounds

**Mini Sonic Dome®** Triple /PS1643  
- UPC: 0-1013501649-4
- Three Thin Latex Reeds
- Large Crown Frame
- Excellent Bugles and Cowsounds

**Mini Sonic Dome®** Elk 3-Pak /PS1652  
- UPC: 0-1013501652-4
- Great Value
- Complete Range of Elk Sounds
- Includes:  
  - Model No. 619 - See Thru™ Call Case
  - Model No. 1648 - Mini Sonic Dome® Double
  - Model No. 1641 - Sonic Dome® Single
  - Model No. 1643 - Sonic Dome® Triple

**Sentry Plate™** Single /7158  
- UPC: 0-1013500518-2
- One Transparent Latex Reed
- Perfect for Cows, Calf and Spike Bull Sounds

**Ivory Plate™** Single /7159  
- UPC: 0-1013500519-9
- One Transparent Latex Reed
- 160 Angle of Sound Plate
- Reproduces Cows, Calf and Satellite Bull Sounds

**Imperial Plate™** Double /7160  
- UPC: 0-1013500516-5
- Two Transparent Latex Reeds
- 300 Angle of Sound Plate
- Reproduces Knobby Cows and Hard Bull Sounds

**Hyper Plate™** Double /7161  
- UPC: 0-1013500516-2
- Two Transparent Latex Reeds with “Y” Cut
- 300 Angle of Sound Plate
- Reproduces Knobby Cows and Hard Bull Sounds

**Top Pin™** /7157  
- UPC: 0-1013500517-2
- One Transparent Latex Reed
- Extremely Sensitive
- 300 Angle of Sound Plate
- Produces low volume bugles for close in calling

---

### ELK 3-Pak /1650  
- UPC: 0-1013501650-0
- Great Value
- Complete Range of Elk Sounds
- Includes:  
  - Model No. 619 - See Thru™ Call Case
  - Model No. 1648 - Mini Sonic Dome® Double
  - Model No. 1641 - Sonic Dome® Single
  - Model No. 1643 - Sonic Dome® Triple

### Elk Select™ 4 /133  
- UPC: 0-1013500133-9
- All of Our Sound Plate™ Calls in One Pak
- Be Able to Sound Like the Cow He’s Looking For

Includes:  
- Model No. 615 - Sentry Plate™ Single
- Model No. 616 - Ivory Plate™ Single
- Model No. 617 - Imperial Plate™ Double
- Model No. X51 - Hyper Plate™ Double

---

### ELK “Mouth Calls Made Easy” 4 /155  
- UPC: 0-1013500155-1
- Instructional CD Specifically for Mouth Calls
- A Variety of Mouth Calls for All Kinds of Calling Styles

Includes:  
- Model No. 619 - See Thru™ Call Case
- Model No. 1648 - Mini Sonic Dome® Double
- Model No. 1641 - Sonic Dome® Single
- Model No. 1643 - Sonic Dome® Triple

---

### Mastering The Art - Elk 4 /153  
- UPC: 0-1013500153-7
- Instructional CD Specifically for Mouth Calls
- A Variety of Mouth Calls for All Kinds of Calling Styles

Includes:  
- Model No. 615 - Sentry Plate™ Single
- Model No. 616 - Ivory Plate™ Single
- Model No. 617 - Imperial Plate™ Double
- Model No. X51 - Hyper Plate™ Double

---

### Mastering The Art® - Elk 3 /154  
- UPC: 0-1013500154-0
- Instructional CD Specifically for Mouth Calls
- A Variety of Mouth Calls for All Kinds of Calling Styles

Includes:  
- Model No. 615 - Sentry Plate™ Single
- Model No. 616 - Ivory Plate™ Single
- Model No. 617 - Imperial Plate™ Double
- Model No. X51 - Hyper Plate™ Double
Elk Hunter’s Master Pak/943

Includes:

» Two Elk Hunter’s diaphragm replacements

Includes Instructional MTA® DVD

» All You Need to Go Elk Hunting

Includes:

» Model No. 939 - Super Pack Bugle™

» Model No. 930 - Hoochie® Mama

» Model No. 157 - Top Pin™

» Model No. 44212 - MTA® Elk Instructional DVD

» Mouth Call & Lanyard

Call subject to change.
See Thru™ Call Case/671
UPC: 0-1013500671-9
» Designed to Give Your Calls More Life

Hyper LIP® Single/PS933
UPC: 0-1013500933-5
» Open Single Reed Call Produces High-Pitched Sounds of Cows and Calves
» Tone Converter™ Produces Mellow and Soft Tones
» Remove the Tone Converter™ for louder calling when locating
» Includes Lanyard

Hyper LIP® Double/PS934
UPC: 0-1013500934-2
» Open Double Reed Call Produces the Deeper and Louder Tones of the Matriarch Cow
» The Tone Converter™ Allows for More Subtle Matriarch Cow Calls
» Remove the Tone Converter™ for louder calling when locating
» Includes Lanyard

LIP Service™/945
UPC: 0-1013500945-8
» Accurate Estrus™ Cow Call
» Compact Fits in Shirt Pocket
» Includes Lanyard

On the Double™/949
UPC: 0-1013500949-6
» Produces Sound of Two Different Estrus Cows at Once
» Allows User to Mimic Sound of Two Cows Fighting for Attention Herd Bull
» Two Reeds Allow Complete Range of Sounds

No Lose™ Call Case/678
UPC: 0-1013500678-1
» Holds Up to Ten Calls
» Includes Lanyard
"The Can®" Family Pack /773

Includes:
- Model No. 731 - "THE Lil' CAN®"
- Model No. PS7064 - "THE Original CAN®"
- Model No. 738 - "THE GREAT BIG CAN®"

See page for Any and All Calling Conditions
Covers You for All Phases of the Rut
Includes:
- Communication Bleats
- Early Season
- Deer Call of All Time
- Original Estrus™ Bleats
- #1 Deer Call of ALL Time
- Longer More Intense Estrus™ Bleats
- Louder Long-Range Estrus™ Bleats
- Windy Days
- Creates Aggressive Grunts Produced by Bucks During the Rut
- Includes: Lanyard
- Sharp and responsive grunts
- Duplicates the challenge wheeze of a mature buck
- Rotating wrist strap to keep the call ready, in any position
- Complete, Single Reed Deer Grunt
- Mid-tone deep grunts and ROAR’s
- Soft reed rubber design
- Includes: Lanyard
- Compacts, Single Reed Deer Grunt
- Mid-tone deep grunts and ROAR’s
- Soft all rubber design
- Includes: Lanyard
- Hands-Free Operation
- Made for Mule Deer and Blacktail Grunts and Estrus™ Bleats
- Includes: Lanyard
- Easily switches from Mature Buck to Young Buck, to Estrus™ Doe with the Push of a Button
- Includes: Lanyard, Arm Strap
- 6-in-1 Adjustable Reed System
- Compact Size for Nasal Grunts
- Includes: Lanyard
- Perfect for Mule Deer and Blacktail Grunts and Estrus™ Bleats
- Includes: Lanyard
- Made from Select Hardwood
- Expandable Hose for Variable Tones and Pitches
- Includes: Lanyard
Hardwood™ Fawn Bleat™ / 721
- UPC: 0-1013500721-8
- Reproduces the Distress Bleat and Bawl of a Young Deer
- Includes Lanyard

Deer Beat & Bawl™ / 702
- UPC: 0-1013500702-7
- Great for Early Season Bow Hunting

Fightin’ Horns™ / 710
- UPC: 0-1013500710-2
- High-tech Polymer Construction designed to perfectly reproduce real bone clashing

BIG Bucks™ Bag / 730
- UPC: 0-1013500730-0
- Big Buck Sounds in a Small, Easy-to-Carry Bag
- Sound Like Small Bucks Sparring or a Dominant Buck Fight

Deer Calling Pak / 747
- UPC: 0-1013500747-8
- Includes:
  - Model No. 44312 MTA® - Deer Instructional DVD
  - Model No. 711 “THE Original CAN®”
  - Model No. 701 Hardwood™ Grunter
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Name</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>UPC</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOG SQUEALER/PS321</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1013500321</td>
<td>Excellent Long Range Distress Squails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Attracts Both Boars and Sows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Includes: Lanyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOG GRUNTER/PS320</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1013500320</td>
<td>Reproduces the Gruuntings Sounds of Boars and Sows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Flexible Hose for Variable Tones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Includes: Lanyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAVELINA CALL/PS322</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1013500322</td>
<td>Reproduces Distress Sounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inclludes: Lanyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COON SQUEALER/PS370</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1013500370</td>
<td>Reproduces the High Pitched Squall of a Racoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOVE /362</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1013500362</td>
<td>Easy to Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Great for Calling Doves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALLEY QUAIL/PS339</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1013500339</td>
<td>Larger Design for Long Range Calling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Bite and Blow” Style Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTAIN QUAIL/PS341</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1013500341</td>
<td>Larger Design for Long Range Calling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Great for locating a single bird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAWK / WHISTLE/PS311</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1013500311</td>
<td>Produces the High Pitched Calls of Hawks and the Whistles of Bobwhites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Includes: Lanyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROW CALL/102</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1013500302</td>
<td>Super Raspy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Great for Calling Crows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUIRREL BUSTER/PS373</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1013500373</td>
<td>Reproduces All Calls of the Easy Squirrel and Fox Squirrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNUM CHUKAR/PS47</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1013500347</td>
<td>Large Baffles for 1000 Yard Calling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Great for Reprogramming Chukar Coops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHEASANT/342</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1013500342</td>
<td>Hardwood Barrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Great for Locating and Flushing Pheasants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTILope Buster/PS48</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1013500348</td>
<td>Excellent Long Range Distress Screals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Attracts Both Boars and Sows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Includes: Lanyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOOSE HORN/PS99</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1013500399</td>
<td>100% Freeze Proof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Includes: Lanyard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Timber Wench® / 819
- UPC: 0-1013500819-2
- One of the Duckiest Duck Calls You Will Ever Blow
- Good for Any Calling Situation from Open Water to Green Timber
- Includes: Lanyard

Original Wench® / 820
- UPC: 0-1013500820-8
- Our #1 Selling Duck Call of All Time
- Tuning Hole in the Bell Lets You Sound Like Multiple Ducks
- Includes: Lanyard

Bottomland Wench® / PS821
- UPC: 0-1013500821-5
- Mossy Oak® Original Bottomland
- Large Port Hole for Louder Volume
- Includes: Lanyard

High Roller™ / 838
- UPC: 0-1013500838-3
- Reproduces the Fluttering Sound of the Pintail
- Creates Whistles of Mallard, Widgeon and Teal

Yo’ Sista™ / 859
- UPC: 0-1013500859-8
- Arkansas Style, Single-Reed Duck Call
- Small Port Hole for Low Volume Subtle Calling
- Includes: Lanyard

Bottomland Phat Lady™ / PS892
- UPC: 0-1013500291-6
- Mossy Oak® Original Bottomland
- Large Port Hole for Louder Volume
- Includes: Lanyard

Power Drake™ & Duck Whistle / 839
- UPC: 0-1013500839-0
- Arkansau Single Reeded Duck Call
- Louder Sounds and Volume
- Includes: Split Ring

Duck Whistle & Mallard Drake Grunt / PS813
- UPC: 0-1013500813-0
- Small Compact Duck Whistle
- Includes: Lanyard

Classic™ Wood Duck / 882
- UPC: 0-1013500882-6
- Sounds Like Wood Ducks in Flight or Sitting on the Water
- Great Confidence Call

Duck Whistle & Mallard Drake Grunt / PS813
- UPC: 0-1013500813-0
- Small Compact Duck Whistle
- Includes: Lanyard

Wood Duck / PS807
- UPC: 0-1013500807-9
- Sounds Like Wood Ducks in Flight or Sitting on the Water
- Great Confidence Call

Teal / 889
- UPC: 0-1013500889-5
- 100% FREEZEPROOF
- Reproduce the Feeding Call of a Mallard
- Includes: Lanyard

Easy Mallard™ / 805
- UPC: 0-1013500805-5
- Requires Little Air Pressure to Blow
- Single- Reed Duck Call
- Includes: Lanyard

Easy Mallard™ / 805
- UPC: 0-1013500805-5
- Requires Little Air Pressure to Blow
- Single- Reed Duck Call
- Includes: Lanyard

Pro Mallard™ / PS804
- UPC: 0-1013500804-8
- Easy Blowing Single- Reed Duck Call
- The Tuning Hole in the Bell Lets You Change Tone and Pitch
- Includes: Lanyard

The Nag™ / 846
- UPC: 0-1013500846-8
- Single- Reed Duck Call
- Great for Calling Call-Shy Ducks
- Includes: Lanyard

Feedin’ Mallard™ / 829
- UPC: 0-1013500829-1
- 100% FREEZEPROOF
- Reproduce the Feeding Call of a Mallard
- Includes: Lanyard

Classic™ Wood Duck / 882
- UPC: 0-1013500882-6
- Sounds Like Wood Ducks in Flight or Sitting on the Water
- Great Confidence Call

Classic™ Wood Duck / 882
- UPC: 0-1013500882-6
- Sounds Like Wood Ducks in Flight or Sitting on the Water
- Great Confidence Call

Teal / 889
- UPC: 0-1013500889-5
- 100% FREEZEPROOF
- Reproduce the Feeding Call of a Mallard
- Includes: Lanyard

Wood Duck / PS807
- UPC: 0-1013500807-9
- Sounds Like Wood Ducks in Flight or Sitting on the Water
- Great Confidence Call

Teal / 889
- UPC: 0-1013500889-5
- 100% FREEZEPROOF
- Reproduce the Feeding Call of a Mallard
- Includes: Lanyard

Wood Duck / PS807
- UPC: 0-1013500807-9
- Sounds Like Wood Ducks in Flight or Sitting on the Water
- Great Confidence Call

Timber Wench® / 819
- UPC: 0-1013500819-2
- One of the Duckiest Duck Calls You Will Ever Blow
- Good for Any Calling Situation from Open Water to Green Timber
- Includes: Lanyard

Original Wench® / 820
- UPC: 0-1013500820-8
- Our #1 Selling Duck Call of All Time
- Tuning Hole in the Bell Lets You Sound Like Multiple Ducks
- Includes: Lanyard

Bottomland Wench® / PS821
- UPC: 0-1013500821-5
- Mossy Oak® Original Bottomland
- Large Port Hole for Louder Volume
- Includes: Lanyard
Honky Tonk™/866
- Shaved Reed™ Snow
- UPC: 0-1013500828-4
- Missile Shaped Reed
- Includes: Lanyard

Canada Goose Flute/PS811
- Shaved Reed™ Speck/826
- UPC: 0-1013500826-0
- Tulip Shaped Reed Requires Little Air
- Includes: Lanyard

Canada Goose Flute/PS811
- Shaved Reed™ Snow/828
- UPC: 0-1013500826-0
- Muscle Shaped Reed
- Includes: Lanyard

Canada Goose Flute/PS811
- Honky Tonk™/866
- UPC: 0-1013500866-6
- U.S. Patent Nos. 6,527,614
- Easy-to-Blow Short-Reed Goose Call
- Patented Chutes Keeps the Call Free Sticking
- Includes: Lanyard

Canada Goose Flute/PS811
- Double Lanyard/606
- UPC: 0-1013500606-8
- Features Spacers So Your Calls Stay Separated
- Call not included.

Canada Goose Flute/PS811
- 3-Call Lanyard/69629
- UPC: 0-1013569629-0
- Holds 3 Calls
- 2 Split Rings
- Keeps Calls Separated
- Calls not included.

Canada Goose Flute/PS811
- 5-Call Lanyard/69628
- UPC: 0-1013569628-3
- Holds 5 Calls
- 1 Split Ring
- Comfortable & Heavy Duty
- Calls not included.

Mastering The Art® Duck Pak/880
- Model No. 44511 MTA® - Waterfowl Instructional DVD
- Model No. 820 Original Wench®
- Lanyard

Mastering The Art® Goose Pak/877
- Model No. 44511 MTA® - Waterfowl Instructional DVD
- Model No. 866 - Honky Tonk™
- Lanyard
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The Blind Without A Blind Spot®

SURROUND VIEW BLINDS

It’s the Blind Without A Blind Spot™—constructed with exclusive one-way see through walls that let you see all of your surroundings without being seen. Now you can spot all the movement you miss with traditional blinds, yet remain just as concealed.

Surroundview® 3 panel Stakeout Blind/65165

- 58in x 122in.
- Weight: 8.25LBS with bag
- One way see through fabric
- 5 shoot through ports
- Legendary Double Bull Materials and Construction
- Mossy Oak Bottomland Camo
- Limited Lifetime Warranty

Surroundview® Max/65163

- Hub to Hub: 70”; Height: 67”; Floor Space: 56”x 56”
- TRUTH camo specifically designed to hide ground blinds in any terrain
- Limited Lifetime Warranty

Surroundview® Double Wide/65162

- U.S. Patent No. 8,776,814; 6,296,415; 7,475,699 7,717,124; 7,984,725; others pending
- Double Wide Doors for silent entry and exit
- 180° Full front window with silent slide window closures
- 180° View with Sun Visor
- Hub to Hub: 70” Height: 67” Floor Space: 60”x 60”
- TRUTH camo specifically designed to hide ground blinds in any terrain
- Limited Lifetime Warranty

Surroundview® Stakeout Blind/65164

- 33in x 59in.
- Weight: 4.5LBS with bag
- One way see through fabric
- 3 shoot through ports
- Legendary Double Bull Materials and Construction
- Mossy Oak Greenleaf Camo
- Limited Lifetime Warranty

It’s the Blind Without A Blind Spot™—constructed with exclusive one-way see through walls that let you see all of your surroundings without being seen. Now you can spot all the movement you miss with traditional blinds, yet remain just as concealed.
**Double Bull® Deluxe Go™/65156**

- Hub to Hub: 77”
- Height: 70”
- Floor Space: 62” x 62”
- Weight: 27 lbs. with bag
- Improved system for packing and carrying
- Zipperless DOUBLE WIDE DOOR for silent entry and exit
- 180 degree Full Front View with Silent Slide window closures
- Legendary Double Bull Materials and Construction
- TRUTH camo specifically designed to hide ground blinds in any terrain
- Limited Lifetime Warranty

**Surroundview® Stakeout Blind/65158**

- Hub to Hub: 77”
- Height: 70”
- Floor Space: 62” x 62”
- Weight: 27 lbs. with bag
- Improved system for packing and carrying
- Zipperless DOUBLE WIDE DOOR for silent entry and exit
- 180 degree Full Front View with Silent Slide window closures
- Legendary Double Bull Materials and Construction
- TRUTH camo specifically designed to hide ground blinds in any terrain
- Limited Lifetime Warranty

**Surroundview® 360° Interior Black-Out Wall/65154**

- The Surroundview® 360° Interior Black-Out Wall is the perfect accessory to keep you hidden and prevent you from being silhouetted in any hunting situation.

**Surroundview® 270° Interior Black-Out Wall/65155**

- The Surroundview® 270° Interior Black-Out Wall is the perfect accessory to keep you hidden and prevent you from being silhouetted in any hunting situation.

**Primos Smoke Screen/65111**

- New material allows hunters to see out while not allowing game to see in.
- Triangle door
- 300D Brushed Polyester
- Aluminum Hinges
- Ground Swat Camo

**Primos Hidesight/65109**

- Hub to Hub: 70”
- Height: 67”
- Floor Space: 56” x 56”
- Weight: 20 lbs
Large Blind Carry Bag/65160
UPC: 0-1013560086-0
» External Pocket for additional storage
» ¾ zipper for quicker teardown
» Shoulder Straps for easy carry
- FITS SURROUNDVIEW™ 360°/65750
- DOUBLE BULL® DELUXE GO™/65756
- SURROUNDVIEW™ DOUBLE WIDE/65162

Medium Blind Carry Bag/65161
UPC: 0-1013560086-0
» External Pocket for additional storage
» ¾ zipper for quicker teardown
» Shoulder Straps for easy carry
- FITS SURROUNDVIEW™ 270°/65751
- DOUBLE BULL® EVADER™/65757
- SURROUNDVIEW™ MAX/65163

Double Bull Tri Stool/PS60085
UPC: 0-1013560085-3
» 360° silent rotation
» Adjustable height
» Foldable backrest
» 300lb. capacity

Double Bull Swivel Stool/PS60086
UPC: 0-1013560086-0
» 4 Pack
» Steel Construction
» Steel Backrest for Support
» Heavy duty

Ground Blind Stakes/PS60086
UPC: 0-1013560086-0
» Steel Construction
» Heavy duty

Ground Blind Bow Holder/PS60082
UPC: 6-9992826943-1
» Holds your bow in the ready position
» Allows you to leave your arrow nocked

August 2021
At just 37 lbs, the KennelUp® is fully-loaded with premium features yet light enough for one man to lift and load with ease. Single-walled, one-piece roto-molded construction, heavy-duty handles, and aluminum tie downs keep your dog secure. Adjustable vents, a reversible locking door, and built-in drains make the ride comfortable and clean. Go light, hunt hard with KennelUp®.

**Features:**
- Reversible name plate
- 4 aluminum tie downs
- Adjustable side vents
- Removable back vent
- Reversible locking door
- Built-in drains
- 2 heavy duty handles
- Heavy duty rubber feet
FOOD PLOT SEED

Take Out™ Food Plot Seed 15 Lb. “Fall Mix” /58584
UPC: 0-1013558584-6
» Mixture of cereal grains, peas, clover and brassica
» Provide a steady high yielding food source from early to late season and beyond
» Hearty mix that grows well and handles browsing pressure throughout the season
» 1/4 Acre coverage

Take Out™ Food Plot Seed 3 Lb. “Clover Mix” /58581
UPC: 0-1013558581-5
» Mixture of perennial and annual clovers
» Selected for palatability, protein, and adaptability to variable temperature conditions
» Quick establishment, fast growing and high tonnage producing food source
» 1/4 Acre coverage

Take Out™ Food Plot Seed 6 Lb. “Spread & Sprout” /58582
UPC: 0-1013558582-2
» Mixture of cereal grains, rye grass, clover and brassicas; all natural to a deer’s diet
» Formulated to grow from soil contact - minimal ground prep
» 1/4 Acre coverage

Take Out™ Food Plot Seed 1.5 Lb. “Brassica Mix” /58580
UPC: 0-1013558580-8
» Mixture of forage turnip, rape and canola; all foods that deer love
» Provides early season protein and late season sugars
» Bountiful food source from early to late season and beyond
» 1/4 Acre coverage

ATTRACTANTS

Take Out™ Attractant 5 Lb. “Fall Harvest” /58524
UPC: 0-1013558524-2
» Strong aroma to bring deer in close and come back for more
» Special blend of natural ingredients deer can’t resist
» Natural flavors leach into the soil to bring deer back, even when it is gone

Take Out™ Attractant 25 Lb. “Fall Harvest” /58526
UPC: 0-1013558526-6
» Larger size for longer attraction
» Strong aroma to bring deer in close and come back for more
» Special blend of natural ingredients deer can’t resist
» Natural flavors leach into the soil to bring deer back, even when it is gone

The Stuffed Molasses Block is designed to last (at least) longer than loose feed. If you will not be able to continually replenish your feed site on a regular basis, we recommend placing a block in your feed area to sustain your deer herd until you can return.

MINERALS

Take Out™ Mineral Lick 1 Gal. “Sweet Spot Blend” /58733
UPC: 0-1013558733-8
» Extra strong aroma to attract from long distances
» Sustained release formula will keep deer coming back to lick, paw, and dig for more
» Made from premium organic and natural food grade ingredients
» Formulated with salt and other trace minerals

Take Out™ Mineral Lick 4 Lb. “Hot Spot” /58734
UPC: 0-1013558734-5
» Flavor and aroma that deer love
» Formulated with calcium, phosphorus and mineral oils
» Increases bone and antler formation, energy metabolism and reproductive physiology

Take Out™ Mineral Lick 4 Lb. “Warm Zone” /58735
UPC: 0-1013558735-6
» Flavor and aroma that deer love
» Formulated with calcium, phosphorus and mineral oils
» Increases bone and antler formation, energy metabolism and reproductive physiology

Take Out™ Granular Mineral 4.5 Lb. “Red Zone” /58737
UPC: 0-1013558737-6
» Flavor and aroma that deer love
» Formulated with calcium, phosphorus and mineral oils
» Increases bone and antler formation, energy metabolism and reproductive physiology
ARCHERY

50 Individual PQ/PS6540
UPC: 0-1013506540-9
- Hang Anything from a Call to a Backpack
- Self-Staring Threads
- Rubber Coated For Quiet Use

Pull-Up Rope/PS6533
UPC: 0-1013506533-1
- 30 Feet Long
- Snap Hooks at Both Ends

Folding Saw/PS128
UPC: 0-1013506128-8
- Offset Teeth
- Push-Button Lock

Bow Holster/PS6535
UPC: 0-1013506535-5
- Helps You Remain Motionless and Comfortable While Hunting
- Snap Closures for Adjustable Lengths
- Keeps Your Arm from Becoming Fatigued While Shooting 3-D

Neoprene Bow Sling
U.S. Patent Nos. 2013L144 & 2,718,364
- Fits most Bows 28” to 30”
- Fits most Parallel Limb Bows
- Protects Your Bow, Cams, and Strings

Mossy Oak® New Break-Up™/PS5615
UPC: 0-1013506515-7

Realtree® AP Xtra/PS5517
UPC: 0-1013506557-1

Bow Not Included

Wind Checker™ 2oz./PS7731
UPC: 0-1013507731-0
- Scent-Free
- Always Know Your Wind Direction

Bow Hanger/PS5631
UPC: 0-1013506531-7
- Heavy-duty self-starting threads
- Additional hooks to hang accessories

ARCHERY
With one hand trigger adjustments, leg locking system (Tri-pods only), and quick detach yoke the TriggerStick® Gen 3 makes it faster than ever to shoot steadier than ever. Available in Short and Tall Mono Pod, Bi Pod, and Tri Pod configurations.

TRIGGER STICK® GEN 3
U.S. Patent Nos. 7,845,602; 8,146,876; 8,256,732; 8,469,326; 8,714,508; 8,820,693; 9,010,710
- The only shooting stick with quick and easy one-hand adjustments
- Leg locking system for quicker stability (Tri-pods only)
- Quick detach V-yoke
- Pull the trigger to allow shooting from standing to kneeling to sitting

CROSSBOW

TriggerStick Gen 3 Crossbow Tall Tri Pod/65818
UPC: 0-1013565818-2
- Specifically designed for the crossbow hunting/shooting market
- Ability to support a variety of different crossbows
- Available in Tall Monopod and Tall Tripod
- Tall Tripod includes accessory mount

TriggerStick Gen 3 Crossbow Tall Mono Pod/65817
UPC: 0-1013565817-5
- Specifically designed for crossbows
- Includes accessory mount
- Adjusts from 24” to 52”

TriggerStick Gen 3 Crossbow V-Yoke/65816
UPC: 0-1013565816-8
- Designed to work with all Trigger Stick Gen 3 Models
- Specifically designed for crossbows
- Quick Detach Design

2 Point Gun Rest Trigger Stick® Attachment/65808
UPC: 0-1013565808-3
- Attaches to Trigger Stick or any tripod
- Adjustable height & 18°
- Great for Youth or Disabled Hunters

Treestand Attachment/65418
UPC: 0-1013565418-6
- Attaches to Trigger Stick Mono Pod
- Pivoting head allows you to adjust the Trigger Stick® to the angle you need to make the shot
- Wide base allows you to swivel your Trigger Stick® Mono Pod from any treestand platform

TriggerStick Gen 3 Tall Scabbard/65821
UPC: 0-1013565821-0
- “Trigger Stick not included
- Attaches to Trigger Stick Monopods
- Protects Trigger Sticks during hunting and during storage

TriggerStick Gen 3 Short Scabbard/65819
UPC: 0-1013565819-9
- Attaches to Trigger Stick Monopods
- Protects Trigger Sticks during hunting and during storage

Short Mono Pod/658110
UPC: 0-1013565811-0
- Adjusts from 27” to 30”

Short Bi Pod/658111
UPC: 0-1013565811-6
- Adjusts from 17” to 20”

Short Tri Pod/658112
UPC: 0-1013565812-0
- Includes accessory mount
- Adjusts from 38” to 48”

Tall Mono Pod/658113
UPC: 0-1013565813-7
- Adjusts from 17” to 65”

Tall Bi Pod/658114
UPC: 0-1013565814-4
- Adjusts from 24” to 62”

Tall Tri Pod/658115
UPC: 0-1013565815-1
- Includes accessory mount
- Adjusts from 24” to 62”

Jim Shockey Edition Tall Tri Pod/658115-1
UPC: 0-1013565815-1
- Includes accessory mount
- Adjustable height & 18°

TriggerStick Gen 3 Jim Shockey Tall Tri Pod/65815
UPC: 0-1013565815-7
- Includes accessory mount
- Adjustable height & 18°

TriggerStick Gen 3 Jim Shockey Tall Mono Pod/65814
UPC: 0-1013565814-4
- Includes accessory mount
- Adjustable height & 18°

TriggerStick Gen 3 Jim Shockey Tall Bi Pod/65813
UPC: 0-1013565813-7
- Includes accessory mount
- Adjustable height & 18°

2 Point Gun Rest Trigger Stick® Attachment/65808
UPC: 0-1013565808-3
- Attaches to Trigger Stick or any tripod
- Adjustable height & 18°
- Great for Youth or Disabled Hunters
POLE CAT™

Short Mono Pod
Pole Cat™/65480
UPC: 0-1013565480-1
> Three-Piece Mono Pod
> Perfect for Kneeling or Sitting
> Adjusts from 16" to 38"
> Includes Wrist Strap

Tall Mono Pod
Pole Cat™/65481
UPC: 0-1013565481-8
> Three-Piece Mono Pod
> Perfect for Standing or Kneeling
> Adjusts from 25" to 62"
> Includes Wrist Strap

Rapid Pivot Short Bi Pod
Pole Cat™/65487
UPC: 0-1013565487-0
> Two-Piece Bi Pod
> Perfect for Kneeling or Sitting
> Adjustable for Turkey or Predator Hunting
> Adjusts from 25" to 43"
> Includes Attachments for Shotgun or Rifle
> Includes Wrist Strap

Steady-Stix™ Sitting
Pole Cat™/65488
UPC: 0-1013565488-7
> Three-Piece Bi Pod
> Ultra Light Design
> Shock-Corded Sections
> Compacts Down to 14" for Camping
> Overall Height 39"
> Includes Wrist Strap

Steady-Stix™ Magnum
Pole Cat™/65489
UPC: 0-1013565489-4
> Three-Piece Bi Pod
> Larger Diameter Tubing for Added Strength and Support
> Shock-Corded Sections
> Compacts Down to 14" for Camping
> Overall Height 39"
> Includes Wrist Strap

Tall Tri Pod
Pole Cat™/65484
UPC: 0-1013565484-9
> Three-Piece Tri Pod
> Perfect for Standing to Kneeling
> Adjusts from 25" to 62"
> Includes: Wrist Strap

Shotgun Case/65636
UPC: 0-1013565636-2
> Multiple Pockets to carry all of your gear
> Long pocket to carry cleaning rods
> Added webbing to hold and carry Trigger Stick Scabbard
> Shoulder Strap

Rifle Case/65635
UPC: 0-1013565635-8
> Re-designed to fit modern day rifles and scopes
> Shoulder Strap
> Added webbing to hold and carry Trigger Stick Scabbard
> Extra pockets to carry all extra gear including cleaning rods

Bow Case/65634
UPC: 0-1013565634-8
> Molded quiver pocket for extra durability
> Multiple pockets inside to hold all of your accessories
> Backpack straps for easier carrying
> D-rings for multiple attachment methods
> One size fits most bows on market

ACCESSORIES

NEW

NEW

WWW.PRIMOS.COM

WWW.PRIMOS.COM
Stretch Fit Mask and Gloves
- Our stretch-fit masks and gloves are great for warm-weather hunts. They fit like a second layer of skin. For masks and gloves that keep you concealed while keeping you comfortable during warm early-season hunts, choose our stretch-fit masks and gloves. One size fits most.

Sure Grip Gloves/PS6678
UPC: 0-1013506678-9

Sure Grip Fingerless Gloves/PS6681
UPC: 0-1013506681-9

Will Primos Turkey Vest
- Designed by Will Primos
- Multiple pockets to keep all your gear accessible anytime you need it
- 3in. seat pad
- Adjustable shoulder straps

OD-Green Mesh Masks
- When you need to be concealed in hot weather, our net face masks do the job. Their lightweight and breathable qualities allow you to remain comfortable and focused. Perfect for spring turkey hunting and early bow season.

Stretch Fit Mask and Gloves
- Our stretch-fit masks and gloves are great for warm-weather hunts. They fit like a second layer of skin. For masks and gloves that keep you concealed while keeping you comfortable during warm early-season hunts, choose our stretch-fit masks and gloves. One size fits most.

Will Primos Turkey Vest
- Designed by Will Primos
- Multiple pockets to keep all your gear accessible anytime you need it
- 3in. seat pad
- Adjustable shoulder straps

OD-Green Mesh Masks
- When you need to be concealed in hot weather, our net face masks do the job. Their lightweight and breathable qualities allow you to remain comfortable and focused. Perfect for spring turkey hunting and early bow season.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65701 M</td>
<td><strong>Gunhunter’s Vest™</strong></td>
<td>Keeps You Organized, Comfortable and Ready to Make the Shot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65702 L</td>
<td><strong>Visi Shot Turkey Target</strong></td>
<td>Actual X-ray of a Turkey’s Head, Design Makes Pattern Easy to See, Highlighted “Kill Zone” Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65703 XL</td>
<td><strong>Rocker Vest™</strong></td>
<td>Flip fold lounge seat with buck support allows you to sit anywhere in seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65705 3XL</td>
<td><strong>Wingman™/PS60096</strong></td>
<td>Staying still and comfortable is easy in the Wingman Turkey Chair, High Back for All Day Comfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65704 2XL</td>
<td><strong>Rocker Vest™</strong></td>
<td>Steel Frame Holds Up to 300Lbs, Mesh Back for those Hot Spring Days in the Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65703 XL</td>
<td><strong>Turkey Target/6041</strong></td>
<td>Actual X-ray of a Turkey’s Head, Design Makes Pattern Easy to See</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65705 3XL</td>
<td><strong>Rocker Vest™</strong></td>
<td>High Back for All Day Comfort, Mesh Backpack for Stone Hot Springy Days in the Field</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rocker Vest™**
- Shown in Realtree® Xtra Green™
- Flip fold lounge seat with buck support allows you to sit anywhere in seconds
- Molded pot call and box call pockets keep your calls protected
- Waterproof cell phone pocket you can use your phone in
- Deep side pockets
- Multiple pockets to keep your gear organized
- Available in Realtree® Xtra Green™

**Gunhunter’s Vest™**
- Keeps You Organized, Comfortable and Ready to Make the Shot

**Visi Shot Turkey Target/6042**
- Actual X-ray of a Turkey’s Head
- Design Makes Pattern Easy to See
- Highlighted “Kill Zone” Area
- 10 pk

**Wingman™/PS60096**
- Staying still and comfortable is easy in the Wingman Turkey Chair
- Steel Frame Holds Up to 300Lbs
- High Back for All Day Comfort
- Mesh Back for stone hot springy days in the field

**Rocker Vest™**
- Shown in Realtree® Xtra Green™
- Flip fold lounge seat with buck support allows you to sit anywhere in seconds
- Molded pot call and box call pockets keep your calls protected
- Waterproof cell phone pocket you can use your phone in
- Deep side pockets
- Multiple pockets to keep your gear organized
- Available in Realtree® Xtra Green™
DECOYS

Photoform Full Strut™ /#9072
UPC: 0-1013569072-4

- Weighs only 2lbs - folds, collapses, carries then pops back into true to form shape!
- Actual imagery of a real Strutten on durable 3D foam - no chipping or peeling!
- Realistic head coloration to trigger reaction from onlooking gobblers
- Use included tail fan or your own real tail (shown with real turkey tail)
- Includes stake.

Photoform Leading Hen™ /#9070
UPC: 0-1013569070-4

- Weighs only 7 ounces - folds, collapses, carries then pops back into true to form shape!
- Actual imagery of a real Leading Hen on durable 3D foam - no chipping or peeling!
- Multiple positions; contented, feeding and breeding
- Includes stake.

Chicken on a Stick™ /#9067
UPC: 0-1013569067-0

- New posture drives Gobblers crazy
- Perfect for decoying in stubborn field
- Includes: Strutting Jake Decoy, Gobbler Hen Decoy, Mesh Carry Bag, 2 Decoy Stakes

Mobile™ Series Ground Breaker™ Decoy Stake /#9044
UPC: 0-1013569044-3

- All Metal Stake
- Foot Press
- One Piece
- Works with Photoform Jake, Hen, and Leading Hen

Photoform Decoy Stake /#9045
UPC: 0-1013569045-8

- All Metal Stake
- Foot Press
- One Piece
- Works with Photoform Jake, Hen, and Leading Hen

Photoform Jake™ /#9069
UPC: 0-1013569069-4

- Extremely lightweight and portable
- Proprietary Photoform process using actual imagery of a turkey
- Realistic head coloration to trigger reaction from onlooking gobblers
- Content/Submissive body to drive gobblers insane

Photoform Hen™ /#9068
UPC: 0-1013569068-7

- Extremely lightweight, flexible and portable
- Proprietary Photoform process using actual imagery of a turkey
- Multiple positions; contented, feeding and breeding

Photoform Full Strut™ /#9072
UPC: 0-1013569072-4

- Weighs only 2lbs - folds, collapses, carries then pops back into true to form shape!
- Actual imagery of a real Strutten on durable 3D foam - no chipping or peeling!
- Realistic head coloration to trigger reaction from onlooking gobblers
- Use included tail fan or your own real tail (shown with real turkey tail)
- Includes stake.

Photoform Leading Hen™ /#9070
UPC: 0-1013569070-4

- Weighs only 7 ounces - folds, collapses, carries then pops back into true to form shape!
- Actual imagery of a real Leading Hen on durable 3D foam - no chipping or peeling!
- Multiple positions; contented, feeding and breeding
- Includes stake.

Chicken on a Stick™ /#9067
UPC: 0-1013569067-0

- New posture drives Gobblers crazy
- Perfect for decoying in stubborn field
- Includes: Strutting Jake Decoy, Gobbler Hen Decoy, Mesh Carry Bag, 2 Decoy Stakes

Mobile™ Series Ground Breaker™ Decoy Stake /#9044
UPC: 0-1013569044-3

- All Metal Stake
- Foot Press
- One Piece
- Works with Photoform Jake, Hen, and Leading Hen

Photoform Decoy Stake /#9045
UPC: 0-1013569045-8

- All Metal Stake
- Foot Press
- One Piece
- Works with Photoform Jake, Hen, and Leading Hen

Photoform Jake™ /#9069
UPC: 0-1013569069-4

- Extremely lightweight and portable
- Proprietary Photoform process using actual imagery of a turkey
- Realistic head coloration to trigger reaction from onlooking gobblers
- Content/Submissive body to drive gobblers insane

Photoform Hen™ /#9068
UPC: 0-1013569068-7

- Extremely lightweight, flexible and portable
- Proprietary Photoform process using actual imagery of a turkey
- Multiple positions; contented, feeding and breeding

Photoform Full Strut™ /#9072
UPC: 0-1013569072-4

- Weighs only 2lbs - folds, collapses, carries then pops back into true to form shape!
- Actual imagery of a real Strutten on durable 3D foam - no chipping or peeling!
- Realistic head coloration to trigger reaction from onlooking gobblers
- Use included tail fan or your own real tail (shown with real turkey tail)
- Includes stake.

Photoform Leading Hen™ /#9070
UPC: 0-1013569070-4

- Weighs only 7 ounces - folds, collapses, carries then pops back into true to form shape!
- Actual imagery of a real Leading Hen on durable 3D foam - no chipping or peeling!
- Multiple positions; contented, feeding and breeding
- Includes stake.

Chicken on a Stick™ /#9067
UPC: 0-1013569067-0

- New posture drives Gobblers crazy
- Perfect for decoying in stubborn field
- Includes: Strutting Jake Decoy, Gobbler Hen Decoy, Mesh Carry Bag, 2 Decoy Stakes

Mobile™ Series Ground Breaker™ Decoy Stake /#9044
UPC: 0-1013569044-3

- All Metal Stake
- Foot Press
- One Piece
- Works with Photoform Jake, Hen, and Leading Hen

Photoform Decoy Stake /#9045
UPC: 0-1013569045-8

- All Metal Stake
- Foot Press
- One Piece
- Works with Photoform Jake, Hen, and Leading Hen

Photoform Jake™ /#9069
UPC: 0-1013569069-4

- Extremely lightweight and portable
- Proprietary Photoform process using actual imagery of a turkey
- Realistic head coloration to trigger reaction from onlooking gobblers
- Content/Submissive body to drive gobblers insane

Photoform Hen™ /#9068
UPC: 0-1013569068-7

- Extremely lightweight, flexible and portable
- Proprietary Photoform process using actual imagery of a turkey
- Multiple positions; contented, feeding and breeding

Photoform Full Strut™ /#9072
UPC: 0-1013569072-4

- Weighs only 2lbs - folds, collapses, carries then pops back into true to form shape!
- Actual imagery of a real Strutten on durable 3D foam - no chipping or peeling!
- Realistic head coloration to trigger reaction from onlooking gobblers
- Use included tail fan or your own real tail (shown with real turkey tail)
- Includes stake.

Photoform Leading Hen™ /#9070
UPC: 0-1013569070-4

- Weighs only 7 ounces - folds, collapses, carries then pops back into true to form shape!
- Actual imagery of a real Leading Hen on durable 3D foam - no chipping or peeling!
- Multiple positions; contented, feeding and breeding
- Includes stake.
**CHOKE TUBES**

**TSS JELLYHEAD™**

Introducing the new Primos TSS Jelly Head Choke Tubes. Specifically designed for the all new TSS load that is taking over the turkey hunting industry. The TSS Jelly Head allows hunters to have a super-tight, evenly spread pattern allowing them the accuracy to kill even the toughest of gobblers. Enjoy the ease of installing and removing the new TSS Chokes without any tools. Available for most 12 GA and 20 GA models.

- **90% Pattern Density at 40 Yards**
- **Designed to Shoot Hevi•Shot®, Copperplated Lead or Regular Lead**

**Introducing the new Primos TSS Jelly Head Choke Tubes.** Specifically designed for the all new TSS load that is taking over the turkey hunting industry. The TSS Jelly Head allows hunters to have a super-tight, evenly spread pattern allowing them the accuracy to kill even the toughest of gobblers. Enjoy the ease of installing and removing the new TSS Chokes without any tools. Available for most 12 GA and 20 GA models.

**Designed to increase the range and pattern density of your favorite turkey gun! The Jelly Head Maximum utilizes an extended taper and fluted ports to tighten patterns up to 20% and reduce recoil allowing you to stop Gobblers in their tracks at even longer ranges!**

We utilize proprietary Black-T coating, the same protective barrier utilized by the military’s Special Forces to prevent rust and corrosion on weapons in the harshest environments, like turkey hunting.

**JELLY HEAD MAXIMUM**

- **Super Tight, Evenly Spread Patterns**
- **Install and Remove Without Any Tools**

**Designed to increase the range and pattern density of your favorite turkey gun! The Jelly Head Maximum utilizes an extended taper and fluted ports to tighten patterns up to 20% and reduce recoil allowing you to stop Gobblers in their tracks at even longer ranges!**

We utilize proprietary Black-T coating, the same protective barrier utilized by the military’s Special Forces to prevent rust and corrosion on weapons in the harshest environments, like turkey hunting.

**NEW**

- **410 Invector™** Model No. 69422 .390 construction UPC: 0-10135-069422-7
- **410 Remington** Model No. 69423 .390 construction UPC: 0-10135-069423-6
- **410 GA Benelli® /Beretta** Model No. 69424 .390 construction UPC: 0-10135-069424-1

**CHOKE TUBES**

**TIGHT-TUBE**

- **410 Invector™** Model No. 69408 .390 construction UPC: 0-10135-069408-1
- **410 GA Benelli® /Beretta** Model No. 69409 .390 construction UPC: 0-10135-069409-8
- **410 Remington® Choke** Model No. 69410 .660 construction UPC: 0-10135-069410-4
- **410 GA Benelli® /Beretta** Model No. 69411 .410 construction UPC: 0-10135-069411-1

**NEW**

- **410 Invector™** Model No. 69408 .390 construction UPC: 0-10135-069408-1
- **410 GA Benelli® /Beretta** Model No. 69409 .390 construction UPC: 0-10135-069409-8
- **410 Remington® Choke** Model No. 69410 .660 construction UPC: 0-10135-069410-4
- **410 GA Benelli® /Beretta** Model No. 69411 .410 construction UPC: 0-10135-069411-1

**Designed to increase the range and pattern density of your favorite turkey gun! The Jelly Head Maximum utilizes an extended taper and fluted ports to tighten patterns up to 20% and reduce recoil allowing you to stop Gobblers in their tracks at even longer ranges!**

We utilize proprietary Black-T coating, the same protective barrier utilized by the military’s Special Forces to prevent rust and corrosion on weapons in the harshest environments, like turkey hunting.
LIGHTS

**Bloodhunter HD Light**/61107

- UPC: 0-1013561107-1
- U.S. Patent Nos. 9,410,879
- State of the Art Blood Tracking Technology Powered by Intense 600 Lumen CREE XM LEDs
- Makes Blood Visible in ALL Types of Terrain
- 2 Power Settings - Intense HD Tracking & Low Illumination
- Flat Handle Design for Comfort and Carry
- Includes Cordura Holster with Belt Straps & 4 CR123 Batteries

**Bloodhunter HD Pocket Light**/61108

- UPC: 0-1013561108-8
- U.S. Patent Nos. 9,410,879
- State of the art Blood Tracking Technology driven by the combination of a proprietary filter and ultra-bright LEDs
- Makes Blood visible in ALL types of terrain
- Rugged machined aluminum body
- 2 Modes: Blood Tracking and low illumination white light for hiking
- Compact design fits in nearly any pocket (included pocket clip)
- Includes 2-AA batteries

**Bloodhunter HD Headlamp**/61109

- UPC: 0-1013561109-5
- U.S. Patent Nos. 9,410,879
- State of the art Blood Tracking Technology driven by the combination of a proprietary filter and ultra-bright LEDs
- Makes Blood visible in ALL types of terrain
- 2 Modes: Blood Tracking and low illumination white light for hiking and map reading
- Adjustable bracket allows user to aim light for optimal viewing angles
- Includes 3-AAA batteries